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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During 2019, Tzuby’s Kids had a significant impact in our community. This year was not only
marked by the consolidation and growth of our services but also by identifying and promoting
best practices in terms of post-adoption support services in Romania.

50 people counseled for adoption

Over 1,000 people informed during public events
57 adoptive and foster parents attending our support
groups
48 children in the therapeutic intervention program
326 people trained by Tzuby's Kids Training Academy
trainers
Therapeutic camp for nearly 40 institutionalized children

76 fantastic volunteers

A big thank you to those who made all this possible, starting with our employees and
collaborators who have put so much soul up to our volunteers, sponsors and partners whose
involvement was critical to run all these projects.
During 2020 we want to increase our impact by empowering other organizations to provide
services at least at the same quality level by providing them with best practices identified and
supporting them in developing support services, so that as many children as possible will be
successfully integrated into families.
Liviu Mihăileanu
President
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OUR VISION AND MISSION
For the last 4 years, we have been actively involved in the situation of abandoned children in
Romania, because:

Our VISION is that every child grows up in a family
and is cared for with a competent love.

Our MISSION is to engage in the promotion of adoption,
family placement, and support the integration of children into families.

Tzuby's Kids Association is authorized to carry out domestic adoption services by the National
Authority for the Protection of Children's Rights and Adoption (ANPDCA), it is a member of the
Romania Without Orphans Alliance (ARFO) and part of the Alliance Trauma Consortium with
accredited trainers.
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FIELDS OF ACTIVITY
1. Adoption Awareness Campaigns and Individual Counselling Services
During 2019, we counseled personally almost 50 people for adoption and family placement.
The services offered included:
•

Information on the adoption process depending on the specificity of each case;

•

Psychological counseling during the adoption process;

•

Legal advice for adoption.

Also, through the public events we organized during the year, over 1,000 people were
informed about the need for involvement in adoption and family placement, with an emphasis
on the psycho-emotional evolution of children cared in families compared to residential care
among which:
May 15th, 2019 – International Family Day organized in partnership with Sun Plaza Romania.
The event included a series of workshops for parents and children during which they had the
opportunity to make an artwork with the imprint of their family members’ hands. The purpose
of the event was to draw attention to the fact that, in Romania, over 50,000 children need a
family and they can help their imprint in society by offering them a family.
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June 2nd, 2019 – National Adoption Day together with the Romania Without Orphans Alliance
(ARFO). The event was organized in Herăstrău Park (Bucharest), in partnership with Green
Revolution Association and it included parent-child connection activities, painting workshops,
games for children and families, testimonies of adoptive families on a special stage arranged at
location, as well as a Gospel music concert performed by the New Levites band.
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2. Support Groups for Adoptive Families
"After I come to these meetings, our journey starts to look fairly easy”, confessed one of the
adoptive parents attending our support groups. Another one tells us how she was congratulated
because, in the school yard, her child handled the crisis of a colleague he didn't know before
but with whom he applied techniques learned at Tzuby's Kids therapy sessions.
We view the support groups for adoptive holistically. In parallel with the parents’ meetings, we
work with their children so that they learn coping mechanisms and the parents get to continue
working with them at home. You can watch a short testimonies video here. During 2019, 57
foster and adoptive parents attended the meetings we organized specifically for them
addressing hot topics, in some cases even proposed by parents themselves.

Given the success of this program, as
well as the fact that other
organizations wanted to open such
services in other regions of Romania,
during the ARFO2019 Summit, Tzuby's
Kids psychologist - Paul Dîrmon, shared
with organizations from all over the
country our results of the last three
years of activity, showing the
challenges, but also best practices
identified along the way.
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3. Therapeutic Interventions for Children with a History of Trauma
During 2019, we continued the specialized therapy
program for 48 children who have suffered abuse,
severe neglect, abandonment. We identified symptoms
such as behavioral disorders, separation anxiety,
reactive attachment disorder and we identified progress
in:
•

understanding emotions and increasing relational
capacity,

•

improving attention and concentration skills,
lowering tension and frustration,

•

developing communication and expression
capacities, developing creative imagination,

•

the ability to overcome fears and phobias.
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4. Training Academy for Trauma-Informed Caregiving
Tzuby's Kids Training Academy had 176 participants during 2019 attending courses such as:
•

Trauma-informed caregiving - trainings delivered by authorized Tzuby's Kids trainers;

•

Sex education – training for parents delivered by psychologist Anda Mogoș;

•

Circle of Safety - training delivered by Paul Dîrmon, psychologist authorized by "Circle of
Security International".

Besides the above-mentioned trainings, we contributed to delivering specialized TraumaCompetent Caregiving (TCC) trainings to more than 150 participants in partnership with other
member organizations of the Romania Without Orphans Alliance (ARFO) for adoptive and foster
parents, as well as specialists in the child protection system from Lugoj, Arad, Târgoviște.
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“Tzuby's Kids” Association offers courses in understanding trauma and intervention techniques
for children with a history of trauma since 2015. By the end of 2019, over 1,000 people have
been trained by our trainers from Tzuby's Kids Training Academy.

5. TzubyCamp - therapeutic camp for children in orphanages
During August 2019 we organized a therapeutic camp for almost 40 institutionalized children.
Its scope was to develop our children from an emotional and behavioral point of view. Activities
included sensory processing therapy and music-therapy. To achieve our goals, we had individual
interventions with one trained volunteer fully dedicated to each child.
The therapeutic interventions aimed at increasing the capacity of recognizing and managing
emotions, processing feelings through art and play, developing social skills and following the
basic TBRI rules (no hurts, we have respect, stay together) – pre-requirements for the most
beloved rule of the camp - "have fun".
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6. Therapeutic Camps for Adoptive and Foster Families
During the year 2019, Tzuby's Kids organized three weekend camps for adoptive and foster
families in a peaceful location near Piatra Craiului Mountains.
The parents benefited from group therapy sessions, training in therapeutic intervention for
children with a history of trauma and a special time with the psychologist to identify solutions
for their day to day challenges. During this time, over 50 children attended these camps
together with their families. During the camp they had therapeutic games and connecting time
with their parents.
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7. Lobby & advocacy
In Romania, there are over 50,000 children on whom a protection measures have been
instituted. Unfortunately, only 5.7% of them are adoptable and only 1.3% were adopted last
year. For this reason, we have continued to actively support the lobbying actions of the
Romania Without Orphans Alliance (ARFO):
•

Following our lobbying efforts from 2017-2018, during January 2019, the Minimum
Quality Standards of family-based social services for children in the special
protection system were issued. Moreover, in April 2019 ARFO received the Public
Participation Gala Award for its lobbying and advocacy efforts in the field of children
rights protection in Romania;

•

During 2019, along with ARFO, we were active consultants for the amendments
submitted to Law 273/2004 (the Adoption Law) and Law 272/2004 on the protection
of children rights during parliamentary committees. We have also continued to support
the arguments in favor of the proposed legislative changes both on national TVs and
public and private radio stations, as well as at press conferences and parliamentary
debates.
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8. Related areas of involvement
76 volunteers with a mission
Kind of fantastic heroes. Always where they are needed, with a smile on their lips, ready to
help. Well, no less than 76 volunteers supported our activities (camps, support group,
therapeutic group activities, public events) out of which 26 were involved in the lives of
children from 9 social apartments where they tried to offer children both activities that will
address their educational and psycho-social needs. Nevertheless, we aim that the relationships
developed will help children in orphanages develop their resilience capacity.
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Dental medical services for institutionalized children
Hygeea Medical Center offered us this year dental services for
institutionalized children from a center belonging to the General Direction of
Social Assistance and Child Protection of District 5. We thank them for being
on our side this year as well!
Gifts for children victims of domestic violence
Together with our friends from PwC Romania, we supported an event for 14 children, victims
of domestic violence. Our friends read the children's letters and prepared them gifts,
according to their specific needs. Below, you may see some pictures from the day when the
children received their gifts.

Support for abandonment prevention services
During the year 2019, we supported with food, sweets,
clothes and toys the children beneficiaries of the prevention
of child separation from family services, in cooperation with
the General Direction of Social Assistance and Child Protection
from District 4.
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Awareness raising among high school and university students
At the invitation of two high schools in Bucharest, the Adventist Theological High School, and
the Baptist Logos High School, we had the opportunity to lecture about the situation of
abandoned children in Romania. The message did have an impact as four of the high school
students in the audience came to Tzuby's Kids as volunteers 😊

Moreover, during December, the Evangelical Christian Students Organization of Bucharest
(OSCEB) invited us to we talk about the need of over 50,000 children in Romania to have a
family to students from several faculties of the University of Bucharest. They also chose to get
involved in practical ways.
Bucharest Without Orphans
For almost two years we have been part of the local network Bucharest Without Orphans
initiated by the Alliance Romania Without Orphans (ARFO) to mobilize local Christian
communities to get involved in the field of adoption and child protection. For this purpose, we
are part of the initiative committee for organizing meetings, carrying out the necessary
materials and promoting events.
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Representing ARFO at the CAFO2019 Summit in the USA
During May 2019, we’ve been part of the
Delegation of the Romania Without Orphans
Alliance (ARFO) at the Christian Alliance for
Orphans (CAFO) Summit in Louisville,
Kentucky. We had the opportunity to share
our experience with the other participants at
the Summit and to bring to the attention of
international organizations the situation of
children in the Romanian protection system.

9. Tzuby’s Kids TV
Last year we started producing online video material (The Adoption Guide, the Born by Heart
episodes) reaching hundreds of thousands of views on the YouTube channel and our Facebook
page. This year we continued the programs Born by Heart and we promoted two online
trainings especially useful for adoptive parents and not only:
•

Play Therapy – delivered by psychologist Melinda Copaci and

•

Filial Therapy - delivered by psychologist Paul Dîrmon
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WHAT’S NEXT IN 2020?
During 2020 we aim to increase the impact by training other organizations from Romania to
provide services at least at the same quality level. We started this with the materials that
were already made available to a group of 20 participants attending the workshop "Organizing
support groups for adoptive parents and therapeutic interventions for children" during the
ARFO2019 Summit in Bucharest.
We intend to intensify the efforts to multiply these services throughout the country, not so
much by expanding the organization, but by sharing our best practices and offering practical
support for any organization willing to develop support services for adoptive and foster
families.

To make every integration of a child into a family successful!

